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the thinly inhabited outskirts, and daily concentrating
itself more and more in the already thronged cities.
Commerce gives much to those who have much, and from
such as have little it takes that little away. But the pre-
requisites of our commerce are of recent growth, and our
ancestors even lately did not possess them. They are—
large and ready capital, rapid and cheap land-carriage, the
power of making great breakwaters to keep out storms,
the power of making large docks to hold many vessels, the
ability to protect and the confidence to amass great wealth
close to the seashore. But a very few generations ago these
gifts were wanting. It was useless to bring all merchandise
to one port, for when there you could not use its no railway
and no canal distributed bulky articles; they had to be
brought by water to the nearest possible market; they
might nearly as well have stayed where they were grown,
if they had to be conveyed a hundred or two hundred miles
when here. All our great protective works against the sea,
all our great accumulative works at the great ports, are
modern in the strictest sense, post-modern, as geologists
would say, part of the 'drift7 of this age.
But though in theory we know these things, yet they
come upon us with a sudden completeness when we see
the sort of place our ancestors thought a port Boscastle
is as good an example of their idea as can be found. It is
a creek shaped like a capital 5, with, I should think, the
earliest and smallest breakwater on record just about the
middle. The sea runs with great violence on all this coast,
and no open bay is safe for a moment. But the turn or
crook of the Boscastle creek, which I have endeavoured
to describe by likening it to the letter 5, in a great measure
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